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Hybrid Intelligence from a Team Perspective

Hybrid Intelligence (HI): an emerging paradigm in which artificial
intelligence augments human intelligence.
Various interpretations of HI: an emergent property of human ma-
chine interactions, a form of human-in-the-loop or AI-in-the-loop, a type
of collective intelligence, a design paradigm.
There is a lack of guidelines (e.g., quality models) for the sys-
tematic development and evaluation of HI system.

We frame HI systems as human-AI teams and explore human-
and system-centric dimensions of HI, beyond technology-centric AI
research.
RQ1: To what extent are the properties of human teams adequate
to characterize HI teams?
RQ2: Which measures of effectiveness of human teams are also
important for HI teams?

Assessing team perspective for Hybrid Intelligence
Results from the application of the (human-)Team Diagnostic Survey (TDS) to four HI teams (15 participants)

HI Teams: Humans-Robots Warehouse team, Human-Netflix Entertainment team, Human-Elicit Research team, Human-Dog Shepherd team.
A Yes in the Is well understood column (left table) indicates that no participant reported difficulties in understanding the feature for HI teams.

Right figure: average scores assigned by the participants to the teams to indicate how well the team reflected the features.

Property of effective human team (from TDS) Is important Is well understood

Real Team - Bounded 5 (100%) Yes
Real Team - Stable 4 (80%) Yes
Real Team - Interdependent 5 (100%) Yes
Compelling Direction - Clear 5 (100%) Yes
Compelling Direction - Challenging 4 (80%) No
Compelling Direction - Consequential 5 (100%) Yes
Right People - Diversity 5 (100%) Yes
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Right People - Skills 4 (80%) No
Sound Structure - Whole Task 3 (60%) No
Sound Structure - Autonomy and judgment 5 (100%) Yes
Sound Structure - Knowledge of results 4 (80%) No
Sound Structure - Team Size 5 (100%) Yes
Sound Structure - Team Norms 5 (100%) Yes
Supportive Context - Rewards and recognition 3 (60%) No
Supportive Context - Information 5 (100%) No
Supportive Context - Education and consultation 4 (80%) No
Supportive Context - Material Resources 5 (100%) No
Coaching - Availability 3 (60%) No
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Coaching - Helpfulness 3 (60%) No
Effort 3 (60%) No
Strategy 5 (100%) No
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Knowledge and skills 5 (100%) No
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Figure 2: The mean scores on how well (not at all = 1, ex-
tremely well = 5) the HI teams reflect the TDS properties (Q1).

do their job without consulting the AI, while the AI cannot do any
work on its own”. Differently, the Shepherd team was considered
to reflect the property more than very well, in line with known
knowledge about human-dog interaction [44].

It is also important to understand properties that were not found
to be directly applicable or well-understood for HI. Nine properties
(yellow in Table 2) are not directly applicable to characterize HI
teams, although they were perceived as important for HI by at least
80% of the participants. Additionally, five properties (red in Table 2)
are neither directly applicable nor clearly important for HI. These
properties received mixed feedback about their importance.

Notably, all the properties with mixed evaluation about impor-
tance were also associated with difficulties in their understanding
or evaluating them in relation to HI teams. In the following, we
discuss the difficulties that the participants’ highlighted about these
properties for HI teams, which lead us to the following observation.

Properties concerning social or (inter-)personal aspects
(with the exception of team norms), and team processes,
including self-development, and control over team strate-
gies, are less understood for HI teams.

 Observation 4

Participants noted that statements describing five properties
(from all the TDS categories) made use of terminology that is either
ambiguous or difficult to apply to non-human team members. This
difficulty was raised, generally, with respect to the quantification
of human-like abilities and behaviors that are not associated to cur-
rent AI solutions. Specifically, the participants found it difficult to
understand the following expressions when applied to the AI team
members: to fall into mindless routines (Strategy property), to share
special knowledge (Knowledge and Skills), rewards and recognition
for AI members (Rewards and recognition), stretching to accomplish

goals (Challenging), since “AI either can (within small error rate)
or cannot do something”, and putting effort into the team (Effort),
since “non-humans lack intrinsic motivation toward team success”.

The meaning of human-centric terminology poses diffi-
culties when referring to non-human team members.

 Observation 5

Participants also reported variousmultifaceted difficulties broadly
related to the asymmetry between humans and AI.

First, participants raised the question as towhether teams possess
a certain property if it is only exhibited by human members. This
issue became apparent in properties such as Strategy and Knowledge
and Skills, for instance, concerning lessons learned from experience.
They also questioned whether algorithm updates should be con-
sidered as changes in team membership (Stable), “given that the
[team] interactions may change dramatically”.

Second, the context dependency of certain properties emerged
as a recurring challenge. For instance, participants observed that
in some scenarios, e.g., in the Warehouse team, AI replacements
don’t significantly impact (Bounded), whereas in others, e.g., Enter-
tainment team, “shared accounts or simultaneous usage (e.g., group
movie watching)” could alter team membership. Similarly, they
noted that when dealing with HI systems, “trustworthy indicators
are not necessarily only related to performance” and task execution
(Knowledge of results), and that the importance of properties like
Autonomy and Judgment, Stability, and Team Size and Diversity
depends on the specific HI team and its objectives.

Properties characterizing human teams do not fully ad-
dress the inherent human-AI asymmetry of HI teams.

 Observation 6

Some participants found that the Coaching-related properties did
not necessarily apply to HI teams. Others could not link coaching
to anything existing in current systems, except FAQs, help-desks, or
tutorials, which “still leave up to the human to learn how to use the
AI better”. Some participants noted that Reward and recognition are
“possibly problematic, as the system can impose its task allocation
and teamplay and not reward individual autonomy and creativity”.

The relevance of coaching, and reward and recognition
remains uncertain in the context of HI teams.

 Observation 7

5.2 RQ2 (Effectiveness)
An important aspect of the TDS is measuring the effectiveness of
human teams through seven measures (described in Section 3). Our
study investigated their importance for HI teams (RQ2).

Figure 3 shows stacked bar charts that illustrate the responses
of 14 participants to question Q4 which addresses RQ2 (one of the
15 total participants did not answer this question).

For each measure, the most common response was Very impor-
tant. Each measure was considered at least Moderately important
for measuring the effectiveness of HI teams by at least 85% of the
14 participants. Only one participant evaluated user satisfaction
(E1) and satisfaction of members with their relations (E5) as Not at
all important. The appropriateness of performance strategies (E2)
and the quality of group processes and team interactions (E4) were
considered at least moderately important by all the participants.

Importance of measures of effectiveness of human teams for measuring effectiveness of HI systems (15 participants)
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